
Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

In this thesis the integration of TE tunnels in the IP core together with IP SLA program to 

produce performance metrics to guarantee and ensure end to end QoS for customers is 

analyzed. The test results showed that critical traffic can be given a priority queue if QoS 

is implemented and the best way to implement qos is to use differentiated services 

markings due to the broader classification of classes available. Thus combined use of 

MPLS-TE and QoS for multiservice traffic in an IP network, service providers can ensure 

end to end guaranteed services and SLAs can be ensured to their customers by providing 

SLA perfom1ance reports using the IP SLA program. This program can be a feasible tool 

for growing service providers without any initial investment compared to commercial 

expensive software available. Also efficient use of backbone bandwidth in a fair way can 

be achieved. Summary of the project results is discussed below. 

Discussion of Results 

Core backbone WAN links are an expensive resource in a service provider's OPEX and 

MPLS-TE is one of the best ways to efficiently utilize them. The problem with routing a 

packet based on destination involves that every hop packet takes along the route is decided 

based on routing table and generally this path is the routing protocol's shortest path which 

may not be the best path always. For any reason if this forwarding path is experiencing 

longer delays or become congested, critical traffic may experience packet drops. 

Two tunnels were created to divert certain traffic through alternative path and results show 

both backbone links are utilized. This was shown by tunnel with priority 2 reserved 

32Kbps from the 96Kbps pool and tunnel with priority 7 reserved 48Kbps from 64Kbps 

pool. This also demonstrates more important tunnels (lower priority number) are free to 

push other tunnels and are allowed to get the required bandwidth from the total reserved 

pool. Both tunnels occupied 83% of the reserved bandwidth of 96Kbps using the 

reservation protocol. The generated UDP traffic of 30Kbps and 12Kbps were routed 

accordingly in proper tunnels. The routing table also correctly showed both tunnels TO and 
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T I for the desired destination as two alternative physical paths. It is further shown in the 

debug messages, that any change in tunnel states (Tl) caused triggered flooding ofthe link 

states to all connected TE enabled links at router C2 regardless of periodic flooding. The 

classification of packets based on DSCP classes showed that they are class based queued 

accordingly at the output interface of PE 1 and the packet drops at C2 serial interface were 

a voided. The best effort data packets which exceeded rate of 64kbps were dropped at PE 1 

output interface. The IP SLA performance report program for the test Customer-A on an 

operational network generated accurate average acceptable results for round trip delay, 

availability, jitter (source to destination) and http transaction time. 
; 

6.1 Future Works 

When dealing with network growth and expansion TE engineering plays a significant role. 

Manual intervention is required to change reservation bandwidth and therefore detailed 

inforn1ation on traffic patterns are required to correctly size the tunnel. More efficient use 

of tunnel bandwidth can be obtained by TE auto-bandwidth option which watches the 

traffic rate on a tunnel interface and periodically resizes the bandwidth on the tunnel 

interface to more closely align with the traffic that's actually going down the tunnel. As 

tunnels are set up and tom down across interfaces, the amount of available bandwidth on 

an interface changes in accordance with the reservations across an interface and when to 

advertise this changes to entire topology is a major concern. This could potentially be a 

tremendous amount of flooding enough to consume bandwidth on the network and 

significant processing on the router in large TE network having several tunnels. Therefore 

further analysis can be done to optimize flooding of TE tunnel changes for the particular 

IGP protocol used. Also, to maximize the efficiency and performance of traffic types 

advance TE features such as fast reroute, and DiffServ-aware TE can be deployed. 

Furthermore the deployment of MPLS-TE in mobile access network could lead to several 

improvements compared to traditional mobile IP transport. The SLA program could be 

further developed to incorporate more specific application performance parameters such as 

database access response times. Since new technologies are emerging all the time there 

would be different concepts and methods to tackle the growing volumes of different traffic 

types in the core backbone. 
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